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A Gentle Noble's Vacation Recommendation
Momochi, Misaki, Sando

When Lizel mysteriously finds himself in a city that bears odd similarities to his own
but clearly isn't, he quickly comes to terms with the unlikely truth: this is an entirely
different world. Even so, laid-back Lizel isn't the type to panic. He immediately sets
out to learn more about this strange place, and to help him do so, hires a seasoned
adventurer named Gil as his tour guide and protector.
Until he's able to find a way home, Lizel figures this is a perfect opportunity to explore
a new way of life adventuring as part of a guild. After all, he's sure he'll go home
eventually... might as well enjoy the otherworldly vacation for now!
Volume 1 - PB 9781427863331 £11.99 August 2020 TOKYOPOP 208 pages
Volume 2 - PB 9781427866677 £11.99 January 2021 TOKYOPOP 176 pages

Alter Ego

Ana C. Sànchez
Noel has always been in love with her best friend Elena, but she's never been able to
find the courage to confess her feelings. Then, when her friend starts dating a boy,
Noel’s world collapses as she sees her chance at love slipping away.
One night, in a moment of desperation, Noel ends up confessing her feelings for Elena
to a complete stranger. But as fate would have it, this stranger turns out to be a girl
named June, Elena's other best friend... and Noel's rival in love! Worst of all, now June
knows Noel's secret. With everything suddenly going wrong, how can Noel ever win the
girl of her dreams?
PB 9781427867568 £11.99 February 2021 TOKYOPOP 208 pages

Aria: The Masterpiece
Kozue Amano

On the planet Aqua, a world once known as Mars, Akari Mizunashi has just made her
home in the town of Neo-Venezia, a futuristic imitation of the ancient city of Venice.
In pursuit of her dream to become an Undine — a gondolier who leads high-end tours
around the city — Akari joins as a trainee with the Aria Company, one of the three most
prestigious water-guide companies in Neo-Venezia. There, she explores the beauty of
the city and the world along with other trainees from Aria and rival companies, working
hard for her dreams and making new friends along the way.
Volume 2 - PB 9781427860019 £22.99 June 2019 TOKYOPOP 384 pages
Volume 4 - PB 9781427860033 £22.99 December 2019 TOKYOPOP 356 pages
Volume 6 - PB 9781427860057 £22.99 October 2020 TOKYOPOP 356 pages
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BanG Dream! Girls Band Party! Roselia Stage
Pepperco

After her father's dreams of making it big in the music industry crumble beneath the
strain of trying to appease both his managers and his fans, singer Yukina Minato is
determined to make him proud by forming the "perfect band" of her own. But first,
she'll have to find all the right members. They'll need unparalleled skill, passion and
drive if they're going to succeed as a J-rock band in such a crowded scene!
Future World Fes is the biggest music event of the year, a world-famous spectacular
that showcases only the best of the best. Do five high school girls have what it takes to
rock their competition and secure a spot on the main stage?
Volume 1 - PB 9781427863607 £11.99 September 2020 TOKYOPOP 192 pages
Volume 2 - PB 9781427866653 £11.99 January 2021 TOKYOPOP 208 pages

Bibi & Miyu
Volume 1

Hirara Natsume, Olivia Vieweg
When a new student from Japan shows up at Bibi Blocksberg’s school, she fits in
immediately. But Bibi’s suspicious; she knows Miyu’s hiding something, and she’s
determined to find out what! Bibi’s journey takes her all the way to Japan, and while
learning about all the new rules and magic in this foreign land, she realizes that maybe
she and Miyu can be friends after all!
PB 9781427863324 £9.99 August 2020 TOKYOPOP 176 pages

Breath of Flowers
Volume 2
Caly

Azami always thought she was only attracted to boys, but after the unexpected
revelation that her long-time crush Gwyn is actually a girl, she quickly learns that love
doesn't have to be limited by gender. Now, the two of them are a happy couple, and
lovestruck Azami couldn't be more excited to do all the cute relationship things she's
read about in romantic manga!
Unfortunately, their new relationship comes with new challenges as well. With Gwyn
spending the summer at basketball camp and then transferring to a new school, Azami
has to learn how to cope with her anxieties and jealousy in a healthy way. Meanwhile,
Gwyn's dreams of playing basketball at her new school suffer an unexpected setback:
someone on the team doesn't want her there, and is willing to expose her personal
secrets to keep it that way.
PB 9781427861528 £9.99 October 2019 TOKYOPOP 216 pages
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Deep Scar
Volume 1

Rossella Sergi
Sofia is a quiet, shy young woman who's never been away from home for long. When
she moves to Turin for school, it's her first time away from her family and her boyfriend
Luca. But her new roommate, Veronica, leads a life very different from hers: she
prefers evenings in the company of beautiful boys! Meanwhile, Luca dreads the
influence of Veronica and her entourage on Sofia, and especially the presence of the
enigmatic Lorenzo, who seems to be a little too interested in his girlfriend...
Volume 1 - PB 9781427861535 £9.99 August 2019 TOKYOPOP 216 pages
Volume 2 - PB 9781427861542 £9.99 December 2019 TOKYOPOP 192 pages
Volume 3 - PB 9781427861559 £9.99 February 2021 TOKYOPOP 208 pages

Dekoboko Sugar Days
Atsuko Yusen

Yuujirou Matsukaze has been close friends with Rui Hanamine since the two of them
were children, and at that time, Yuujirou was the one who stood up for and took care
of his adorable, soft-hearted friend. But as it turns out, Yuujirou's childhood dreams
end up growing a little too big to handle — or, rather, too tall!
At over six feet in height, the cheerful and happy-go-lucky Rui towers over his wouldbe protector... and still has no idea Yuujirou's had a crush on him since they were kids!
PB 9781427862280 £13.99 February 2020 TOKYOPOP 256 pages

Disney Manga
Descendants - Dizzy's New Fortune
Jason Muell, Natsuki Minami

The Villain Kids have worked hard to prove they deserve to stay in Auradon, and now
it's time some of their friends from the Isle of the Lost get that chance too! When Dizzy
receives a special invitation from King Ben to join the other VKs at Auradon Prep, at
first she's thrilled! But doubt soon takes over, and she begins to question whether she
can truly fit in outside the scrappy world of the isle.
PB 9781427858405 £14.99 February 2020 TOKYOPOP 128 pages

Disney Manga
Pixar's Toy Story Special Collector's Manga
Tetsuhiro Koshita

Woody the cowboy doll is Andy's favorite toy, and he can't control his jealousy when
Andy gets a brand new toy for his birthday: the spaceman Buzz Lightyear. After a fight
leaves them stranded far away from their home, they must learn to get along in order
to get back to the toybox. And when Woody is stolen by a greedy toy collector, Buzz
and the rest of Andy's toys mount a rescue mission to get him back... and bring Woody's
new friends back with them!
What kinds of adventures do your toys get up to when you're not playing with them?
Find out in this special collector's edition manga version of the hit Disney Pixar
movies, Toy Story and Toy Story 2.
PB 9781427857729 £11.99 June 2019 TOKYOPOP 272 pages
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Disney Manga
Pirates of the Caribbean - The Adventures of Jack Sparrow
Kabocha, Rob Kidd

Before Davy Jones, before the Black Pearl, before he was even a captain, there
was Jack Sparrow! And even as a teenager, he couldn't stay out of trouble...
Hunting the legendary treasures of Hernan Cortés, Jack finds himself unlikely allies in
idealistic Arabella and privileged Fitzwilliam. Together, the three of them search for
the cursed sword and scabbard of Cortés, said to possess the power to grant its owner
any wish. Can Jack and his new friends find the sword in time to keep it out of the
hands of evil? And can they escape the terrible curse it afflicts on all those who try to
wield it?
Ancient civilizations, bloodthirsty sirens, unforgiving seas and magical artifacts: all in
a day's work for Jack Sparrow! Follow his adventures in this manga adaptation of the
novel series from Rob Kidd.
PB 9781427857866 £11.99 April 2019 TOKYOPOP 352 pages

Don't Call Me Daddy
Gorou Kanbe

Long before the events of Don’t Call Me Dirty, Hanao Kaji and Ryuuji Mita were close
friends...
When Ryuuji is left to raise his son Shouji as a single father, Hanao steps up to help him
out. At first, their family life is happy and content, but Hanao's true feelings for Ryuuji
become more and more difficult for him to ignore. The pressure of staying closeted
eventually becomes too much to bear; Hanao leaves, choosing to run from his feelings
and his fears of somehow “messing up” Shouji’s life when he starts getting teased at
school for having two dads.
Years later, when he comes home to care for his aging father and ends up advising
Shouji on his blossoming relationship with Hama, Hanao realizes it's time to face his
own past… and his future.
PB 9781427863201 £11.99 June 2020 TOKYOPOP 176 pages

Don't Call Me Dirty
Gorou Kanbe

In a long distance sorta-relationship with his crush, Shouji is crestfallen when weeks of
ghosting turns into a confession; his boyfriend just isn't gay. Having struggled with his
sexuality for years, Shouji throws himself into his work to distract himself from the
rejection, but when a young homeless man called Hama shows up at the shop, Shouji
finds himself curious to learn more about him and, hopefully, befriend him.
Attempting to make their way in a society that labels each of them as 'dirty' and
'outcasts', as they grow closer the two men find they have more in common than either
of them could have anticipated.
PB 9781427862259 £11.99 January 2020 TOKYOPOP 176 pages
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Dramacon

Svetlana Chmakova
Relive Christie's three-year adventure at the Yatta Anime Convention with this 15thanniversary edition of Eisner-nominated author Svetlana Chmakova's debut
series Dramacon.
In volume one, when amateur writer Christie settles in the artist alley of her first-ever
anime convention, she sees it as an opportunity to promote the manga she had started
with her artist boyfriend. But when she unexpectedly falls for a mysterious cosplayer,
things become complicated. What do you do when you love someone who will be miles
away from you in just a couple of days?
Volume two begins with Christie's second year at the Lakeside Anime Convention and
the drama picks up right where it left off! With her new partner-in-crime, a.k.a. artiste
extraordinaire Bethany, she is promoting her latest comic. Matt is also back, but to
Christie's shock, he now has a girlfriend!
In the third volume, college students Christie and Bethany are back to pimp their comic
at the LAC, this time to a delightfully large crowd of loyal fans who read it online.
Bethany's glowing with pride since her mascot art won the contest and is now on every
t-shirt and program at the con. This year, they’re the stars!
PB 9781427864062 £22.99 September 2020 TOKYOPOP 624 pages

Dramacon
Volume 1

Svetlana Chmakova
When Christie settles in the Artist Alley of her first ever anime convention, she only
sees it as an opportunity to promote the comic she has started with her boyfriend. But
conventions are never what you expect and soon the whirlwind of events sweeps
Christie off her feet and changes her life. Who is the mysterious cosplayer that won't
even take off his sunglasses indoors? What do you do when you fall in love with a guy
who is going to be miles away from you in just a couple of days?
PB 9781598161298 £9.99 April 2020 TOKYOPOP 192 pages

Futaribeya
A Room for Two
Yukiko

In terms of personality, high school freshman Sakurako Kawawa couldn't be more at
odds with her new roommate, the beautiful, lackadaisical Kasumi Yamabuki. But even
though hardworking, friendly Sakurako might get the top grades in class and do most of
the cooking at home while Kasumi seems to be constantly nodding off or snacking, these
two roommates actually get along so well, you'll rarely see one without the other at
her side. Whether they're just walking arm-in-arm to class, watching the cherry trees
blossom, or sharing cotton candy at the summer festival, Sakurako and Kasumi are
always having fun together!
Follow the heartwarming, hilarious daily life of two high school roommates in this new,
four-panel style series of short stories!
Volume 3
Volume 4
Volume 5
Volume 6
Volume 7

-

PB
PB
PB
PB
PB

9781427860149
9781427860255
9781427860330
9781427861719
9781427863300

£11.99
£11.99
£11.99
£11.99
£11.99

January 2019 TOKYOPOP 160 pages
June 2019 TOKYOPOP 160 pages
July 2019 TOKYOPOP 160 pages
October 2019 TOKYOPOP 160 pages
November 2020 TOKYOPOP 160 pages
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Goldfisch
Volume 3
Nana Yaa

Say hi to Morrey Gibbs! A fisher-boy in a flooded world overrun with dangerous mutated
animals known as "anomals", he's got his own problems to worry about. Namely, how
everything he touches turns to gold! Sure it sounds great, but gold underpants aren't
exactly stylish -- or comfortable.
With the Obtainers hot on their heels and the Art Dealer stepping up his efforts to get
his hands on King Midas’ powers, Morrey, Shelly and Zaka must use everything they have
to keep this powerful Artifact safe… and uncover the truth about Morrey’s father.
PB 9781427858238 £9.99 February 2020 TOKYOPOP 210 pages

Hanger
Volume 3

Hirotaka Kisaragi
In a futuristic Neo-Tokyo, crime is rising rapidly in the wake of a new generation of
super-drugs capable of enhancing the user’s physical and mental abilities. Hajime
Tsukomo, a member of the federal task force trained to go after these powered-up
criminals is forced to team up with Zeroichi, a so-called Hanger looking to reduce his
own jail sentence in exchange for helping to take down these chemically-boosted bad
guys.
At first they disagreed on just about everything, but quickly their relationship became
about protecting one another and working together as a team. Still on the hunt for the
elusive criminal gang known as Nine Tails, Tsukumo’s blood has now become even more
valuable to the gang… and more deadly to the Hangers.
PB 9781427861733 £11.99 November 2019 TOKYOPOP 208 pages

Heavenshield
Ryu Blackman

In the post-meteor age, humans and human-like reptile descendents have struck a
delicate peace accord based on a dark new religion called Sacrosanct. When a psychotic
general escapes prison and plots a military coup, the government hires saucy racer girl
Sepulveda Ramos and her dysfunctional crew of mercenaries to do everything it takes
to prevent global scale carnage. But first, Sepulveda needs a drink!
PB 9781598167160 £7.99 April 2020 TOKYOPOP 192 pages

Kamo
Pact with the Spirit World:
Volume Three
Ban Zarbo

Kamo’s understanding of the world has completely fallen apart.
Are the spirits he and Crimson defeat actually coma patients? Seeking answers from
Shokola, he is devastated when he learns the truth.
Meanwhile, the twin ghosts Logisto and Intuitiva are making a plan to take Kamo out
for good. As the most powerful spirits in the world assemble and ready for battle, this
might be one fight that Kamo and Crimson cannot win…
PB 9781427859297 £9.99 February 2020 TOKYOPOP 210 pages
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Kilala Princess: Mulan
Disney Manga

Mallory Reaves, SAA, Asuka Tun, Nao Kodaka, James Perry, Angela Tan, Michelle Tan
Thing Siu, Low Zi Rong
Kilala was an ordinary girl living an ordinary life, until a magical tiara and a miraculous
portal led her on an incredible journey through the worlds of her favorite Disney
princesses, and gave her the strength she needed to save a kingdom and become a true
princess. But being a princess isn't easy, and Kilala's tiara sends her on a new quest...
this time to ancient China's greatest warrior, Mulan!
Bandits are storming the countryside, and Mulan and Shang are on an imperial mission
to help the villagers relocate to safer grounds. Kilala and her friends stop to help, but
when they're overpowered by a team of bandits they must all work together to free
themselves.
This full color graphic novel combines Issues #1 through #4 of Kilala Princess — Rescue
the Village with Mulan!
PB 9781427858443 £14.99 December 2020 TOKYOPOP 128 pages

Koimonogatari: Love Stories
Tohru Tagura

When Yuiji overhears his classmate Yamato confessing to a friend that he's gay, he does
his best not to let prejudice color his view, but still finds himself overthinking things.
He especially notices the way Yamato looks at one particular boy: Yuiji's own best
friend.
Even though he tries not to get involved, watching Yamato's one-sided love draws Yuiji
in in a way he never expected. At first, he’s fueled by empathy, knowing that Yamato’s
love interest is straight. But as his own friendship with Yamato deepens, Yuiji realizes
how much he's come to care for his new friend. He just wants Yamato to be happy...
and to be able to express his true self.
Volume 1 - PB 9781427863218 £11.99 June 2020 TOKYOPOP 208 pages
Volume 2 - PB 9781427864079 £11.99 September 2020 TOKYOPOP 304 pages

Konohana Kitan
Sakuya Amano

Yuzu is a brand new employee at Konohanatei, a hot-springs inn for yokai. A simple,
clumsy but charmingly earnest young girl, Yuzu must figure out her new life working at
the spa with all the other fox-yokai, making the occasional mistake but also many new
friends along the way. Konohana Kitan follows her day to day life working at the inn,
meeting the other employees and guests, and learning to appreciate the beauty of the
world and the people around her.
Volume 3
Volume 4
Volume 5
Volume 6
Volume 7
Volume 8
Volume 9

-

PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB

9781427859549
9781427859785
9781427860248
9781427860262
9781427862143
9781427863256
9781427863263

£11.99
£11.99
£11.99
£11.99
£11.99
£11.99
£11.99

February 2019 TOKYOPOP 160 pages
April 2019 TOKYOPOP 176 pages
July 2019 TOKYOPOP 160 pages
October 2019 TOKYOPOP 160 pages
January 2020 TOKYOPOP 176 pages
June 2020 TOKYOPOP 160 pages
December 2020 TOKYOPOP 176 pages
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No Vampire, No Happy Ending
Shinya Shinya

Arika is what you could charitably call a vampire “enthusiast.” When she stumbles
across the beautiful and mysterious vampire Divo however, her excitement quickly
turns to disappointment as she discovers he’s not exactly like the seductive,
manipulative villains in her stories. His looks win first place, but his head’s a space
case.
Armed with her extensive knowledge of vampire lore, Arika downgrades Divo to a beta
vampire and begins their long, long… long journey to educate him in the ways of the
undead.
Volume 1 - PB 9781427863317 £11.99 June 2020 TOKYOPOP 208 pages
Volume 2 - PB 9781427867209 £11.99 December 2020 TOKYOPOP 208 pages

Ossan Idol!
Volume 1

Mochiko Mochida, Ichika Kino
Miroku Osaki is 36 years old, unemployed, and unhappy. Having been bullied in his
childhood and even into his adult life, he became a shut-in after being unfairly laid off.
For a long time, the only thing that brought him joy was online gaming. Then, he tried
the popular idol game called "Let's Try Dancing!" It was addicting... and
transformative! Inspired by the game, Miroku decides to turn his life around. He begins
singing karaoke and going to the gym, where he meets Yoichi, the director of an
entertainment company who encourages Miroku to pursue his dreams.
Miroku only wanted to be good at the game he loves, but when he accidentally uploads
a clip of himself singing and dancing, it goes viral! Can he really become an idol, even
at his age? Suddenly, it doesn't seem so impossible!
PB 9781427864086 £11.99 November 2020 TOKYOPOP 192 pages

Parham Itan - Tales From Beyond
Kaili Sorano

Yamagishi and Sendo are schoolmates, but that's about as far as their similarities go:
one is a short, no-nonsense boxer, while the other is a tall, bookish conspiracy nut. But
when they find themselves embroiled in a paranormal phenomenon at school involving
plant-faced monster people assimilating innocent victims, it seems they'll have to set
aside their differences and work together as best as they can.
Of course, it doesn't help that the only one with any answers to this bizarre situation is
a mysterious "paranormal investigator" named Akisato, who insists they must find some
sort of "key" to stop it all — before giant insects and other preternatural perils from the
world "beyond" get to them first.
Volume 1 - PB 9781427862266 £11.99 January 2020 TOKYOPOP 176 pages
Volume 2 - PB 9781427867193 £11.99 October 2020 TOKYOPOP 176 pages
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Scarlet Soul
Kira Yukishiro

The kingdom of Nohmur has been a peaceful land for humans since the exorcist Eron
Shirano repelled the demons and sealed the way to the underworld of Ruhmon.
Generations later, sisters Lys and Rin are the heirs of the illustrious Shirano family, the
most powerful exorcist clan charged with watching over the barrier and maintaining
balance between the two worlds with the aid of Hikaten, the Sword of a Hundred Souls.
Until one day, for unknown reasons, demons begin slipping through once more... and
suddenly, Lys vanishes without a trace, leaving the sacred sword behind for her little
sister to take up. As the underworld threat grows, Rin sets out alongside her companion,
the mysterious Aghyr, to find her missing sister and figure out how to fortify the
weakening barrier between her world and that of the monstrous creatures that threaten
her kingdom once again.
Volume 1 - PB 9781427861573 £9.99 December 2019 TOKYOPOP 192 pages
Volume 2 - PB 9781427861580 £9.99 April 2020 TOKYOPOP 192 pages

Servant & Lord
Lo, Lorinell Yu

After his mother died in childbirth and his father grew stricter and more emotionally
distant, Christian found himself becoming attached to his talented and handsome piano
teacher, Daniel. Their shared appreciation for music marked the beginning of a
friendship between a naughty boy and a sophisticated young man, but when they
reunite as adults they find that their bond may have deepened beyond just friendly
feelings…
PB 9781427860163 £11.99 April 2019 TOKYOPOP 232 pages

Star Collector
Volume 1

Anna Backhausen, Sophie Schönhammer
Fynn has always been lazy: his favorite activities are skipping class, smoking, and
lounging around. When his girlfriend breaks up with him, telling him to try doing
something else for a change, he has no idea where to even start.
One night, on a walk around the neighborhood, he comes across Niko stargazing on a
hill. Niko wants nothing to do with this chain-smoking, loud-mouthed guy getting in the
way of his astronomy— but Fynn is intrigued.
What's up with this nerdy boy who loves to watch the stars, and why is Fynn so
captivated by him?
Volume 1 - PB 9781427860200 £11.99 March 2019 TOKYOPOP 192 pages
Volume 2 - PB 9781427860347 £11.99 June 2019 TOKYOPOP 192 pages
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Still Sick
Akashi

Makoto Shimizu is just an ordinary office worker, blending in seamlessly with her
colleagues on the job... that is, until her coworker Akane Maekawa discovers her wellhidden secret: in her spare time, she draws and sells girls' love comics!
Akane is the last person Makoto would think of as a nerd, but as her interest in Shimizu’s
art blossoms and the two grow closer, it's starting to seem like Akane may have a secret
of her own…
Volume 1 - PB 9781427862082 £11.99 November 2019 TOKYOPOP 196 pages
Volume 2 - PB 9781427862358 £11.99 March 2020 TOKYOPOP 184 pages

The Fox & Little Tanuki
Volume 2
Tagawa Mi

After 300 years, the gods that imprisoned Senzou the Fox Spirit for his arrogance finally
set him free. There is only one condition — he can't have any of his supernatural abilities
back until he successfully helps a tanuki cub named Manpachi become one of their
magical assistants. Unfortunately for Senzou, there's no cheating when it comes to
completing his task! The magic beads around his neck make sure he can't wander too
far from his charge or shirk his duties, and so... Senzou the once-great Fox Spirit must
now figure out how to be an actually-great babysitter to a mischievous little tanuki or
risk being stuck without his powers forever!
PB 9781427864055 £11.99 August 2020 TOKYOPOP 208 pages

The Cat Proposed
Dento Hayane

Matoi Souta is an overworked office worker tired of his life. Then, on his way home
from a long day of work one day, he decides to watch a traditional Japanese play. But
something strange happens. He could have sworn he saw one of the actors has cat ears.
It turns out that the man is actually a bakeneko — a shapeshifting cat from Japanese
folklore. And then, the cat speaks: "From now on, you will be my spouse."
PB 9781427867483 £13.99 February 2021 TOKYOPOP 256 pages

The God and the Flightless Messenger
Hagi

A messenger's duty is to care for and protect the god they've been assigned to. In order
to complete these tasks, such messengers require wings.
Shin, however, can't fly. His tiny, useless wings make him the target of ridicule and
scorn among the other messengers and have kept him from being able to serve a god...
until now. Determined to prove himself as a capable messenger despite his
flightlessness, Shin accepts his assignment to a mysterious being on one of the nearby
mountains. At first, it seems an easy task to keep his charge safe and happy — especially
when the deity in question is just a cute, fluffy ball of fur. But things aren't always
what them seem.
PB 9781427866776 £13.99 December 2020 TOKYOPOP 288 pages
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There Are Things I Can't Tell You
Edako Mofumofu

Kasumi and Kyousuke are polar opposites when it comes to personality. Kasumi is
reserved, soft-spoken and shy; Kyousuke is energetic and has always been popular
among their peers. As the saying goes though, opposites have a tendency to attract,
and these two have been fast friends since elementary school. To Kasumi, Kyousuke
has always been a hero to look up to, someone who supports him and saves him from
the bullies. But now, school is over; their relationship suddenly becomes a lot less
simple to describe. Facing the world — and one another — as adults, both men find
there are things they struggle to say out loud, even to each other.
PB 9781427863195 £13.99 August 2020 TOKYOPOP 272 pages

Undead Messiah
Volume 3
Gin Zarbo

Tim is your ordinary, average, zombie-obsessed teen, and knows exactly what he’d do
in the event of a mass awakening of living corpses. Unfortunately for him, he gets to
test those plans for real.
When an outbreak of living corpses takes over his town, Tim finds himself unwittingly
in the middle of a vast undead conspiracy. The internet’s so-called “savior”, Ritch, has
taken him captive and is experimenting on him. As his body reacts to the virus and
reveals zombie-like symptoms, Tim must uncover Ritch's true intentions and the
undead's origins, revealing them to the world… before it’s too late.
PB 9781427860293 £9.99 August 2020 TOKYOPOP 212 pages

Yuri Bear Storm
Volume 1

Ikunigomakinako, Akiko Morishima
Every night, 16-year-old Kureha Tsubaki has strange dreams involving lilies, storms,
and... being rescued by her classmate Ginko as an alien bear princess?!
At school, Kureha's unassuming personality and looks render her practically invisible.
Sometimes, it feels like no one notices her at all, until cute and outgoing transfer
student Ginko asks Kureha to be her friend. With Ginko's encouragement and
protection, Kureha starts to come out of her shell and realizes that, whether or not her
new classmate really is a bear, her feelings toward Ginko might be stronger than
friendship after all.
Volume 1 - PB 9781427860156 £11.99 January 2019 TOKYOPOP 184 pages
Volume 2 - PB 9781427860279 £11.99 March 2019 TOKYOPOP 184 pages
Volume 3 - PB 9781427860286 £11.99 June 2019 TOKYOPOP 200 pages
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A Gentle Noble's Vacation Recommendation,
Volume 1
A Gentle Noble's Vacation Recommendation,
Volume 2
Alter Ego
Aria: The Masterpiece, Volume 2
Aria: The Masterpiece, Volume 4
Aria: The Masterpiece, Volume 6
BanG Dream! Girls Band Party! Roselia Stage,
Volume 1
BanG Dream! Girls Band Party! Roselia Stage,
Volume 2
Bibi & Miyu, Volume 1
Breath of Flowers, Volume 2
Deep Scar, Volume 1
Deep Scar, Volume 2
Deep Scar, Volume 3
Dekoboko Sugar Days
Disney Manga: Descendants - Dizzy's New Fortune
Disney Manga: Pirates of the Caribbean - The
Adventures of Jack Sparrow
Disney Manga: Pixar's Toy Story Special Collector's
Manga
Don't Call Me Daddy
Don't Call Me Dirty
Dramacon
Dramacon manga volume 1
Futaribeya: A Room for Two, Volume 3
Futaribeya: A Room for Two, Volume 4
Futaribeya: A Room for Two, Volume 5
Futaribeya: A Room for Two, Volume 6
Futaribeya: A Room for Two, Volume 7
Goldfisch Volume 3 manga (English)
Hanger, Volume 3
Heavenshield manga
Kamo: Pact with the Spirit World: Volume 3
Kilala Princess: Mulan (Disney Manga)
Koimonogatari: Love Stories - Volume 1
Koimonogatari: Love Stories - Volume 2
Konohana Kitan Volume 3
Konohana Kitan Volume 4

Format

ISBN

RRP (£)

PB

9781427863331

£11.99

PB
PB
PB
PB
PB

9781427866677
9781427867568
9781427860019
9781427860033
9781427860057

£11.99
£11.99
£22.99
£22.99
£22.99

PB

9781427863607

£11.99

PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB

9781427866653
9781427863324
9781427861528
9781427861535
9781427861542
9781427861559
9781427862280
9781427858405

£11.99
£ 9.99
£ 9.99
£ 9.99
£ 9.99
£ 9.99
£13.99
£14.99

PB

9781427857866

£11.99

PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB

9781427857729
9781427863201
9781427862259
9781427864062
9781598161298
9781427860149
9781427860255
9781427860330
9781427861719
9781427863300
9781427858238
9781427861733
9781598167160
9781427859297
9781427858443
9781427863218
9781427864079
9781427859549
9781427859785

£11.99
£11.99
£11.99
£22.99
£ 9.99
£11.99
£11.99
£11.99
£11.99
£11.99
£ 9.99
£11.99
£ 7.99
£ 9.99
£14.99
£11.99
£11.99
£11.99
£11.99

Qty

Total

Gazelle Book Services Order Form - (Books listed alphabetically by title)
Title
Konohana Kitan Volume 5
Konohana Kitan Volume 6
Konohana Kitan Volume 7
Konohana Kitan Volume 8
Konohana Kitan Volume 9
No Vampire, No Happy Ending - Volume 1
No Vampire, No Happy Ending - Volume 2
Ossan Idol! Volume 1
Parham Itan - Tales From Beyond - Volume 1
Parham Itan - Tales From Beyond - Volume 2
Scarlet Soul - Volume 1
Scarlet Soul - Volume 2
Servant & Lord
Star Collector, Volume 1
Star Collector, Volume 2
Still Sick, Volume 1
Still Sick, Volume 2
The Cat Proposed
The Fox & Little Tanuki, Volume 2
The God and the Flightless Messenger
There Are Things I Can't Tell You
Undead Messiah Volume 3 manga
Yuri Bear Storm, Volume 1
Yuri Bear Storm, Volume 2
Yuri Bear Storm, Volume 3

Format

ISBN

RRP (£)

PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB
PB

9781427860248
9781427860262
9781427862143
9781427863256
9781427863263
9781427863317
9781427867209
9781427864086
9781427862266
9781427867193
9781427861573
9781427861580
9781427860163
9781427860200
9781427860347
9781427862082
9781427862358
9781427867483
9781427864055
9781427866776
9781427863195
9781427860293
9781427860156
9781427860279
9781427860286

£11.99
£11.99
£11.99
£11.99
£11.99
£11.99
£11.99
£11.99
£11.99
£11.99
£ 9.99
£ 9.99
£11.99
£11.99
£11.99
£11.99
£11.99
£13.99
£11.99
£13.99
£13.99
£ 9.99
£11.99
£11.99
£11.99

Qty

Total

